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1.

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation – Regulation 600/2014 of the European Parliament
and of the C ouncil (MIFIR), Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, London Branch (ANZ London)
declares that it will act as a Systematic Internaliser (SI) in certain instruments, when dealing with its clients
outside of a Regulated Market, Multilateral Trading Facility or Organised Trading Facility and where the particular
instrument is Traded on a Trading Venue (TOTV).

2.

SCOPE

ANZ London will act as a SI for all TOTV instruments, in which it provides quotes upon request, in the following:
•
•
•

Foreign Exchange Derivatives;
Interest Rate Derivatives (excluding USD, GBP, EUR, JPY currencies);
All Bond Types (excluding sovereign bonds from USD, GBP, EUR, JPY sovereign issuers).

Instruments that are TOTV will be listed in the Financial Instrument Reference Data System (FIRDS) administered
by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA).

3.

SUMMARY OF ANZ LONDON’S OBLIGATIONS AS AN SI

As an SI pursuant to MIFIR, ANZ London has certain obligations which include:
1
2

3.1

Being the designated reporting party for MIFIR trade reporting and ensuring such reporting is
achieved; and
In certain instances, where an instrument is deemed “liquid” by ESMA, making certa in quotes it might
make to its clients public on a pre-trade basis (known as “pre-trade transparency”). ANZ London may
make that same firm quote available for other clients to trade, pursuant to certain restrictions detailed
herein.

Reporting

When trading as an SI with a client, ANZ London will fulfil the post trade transparency reporting
requirement under MIFIR for any trade which is eligible for trade reporting.

3.2

General Information About ANZ London’s Quotes As An SI

3.2.1 ANZ London streams indicative prices in a number of instruments via multiple multi-vendor
platforms. ANZ London also has channels open to clients who wish to face a dealer for their
transaction execution needs. Generally these price streams are indicative quotes only, and not firm
and executable. C lients may refer to the Terms of Business for Professional Clients and Eligible
C ounterparties (ANZ London’s “Terms”) and other product terms and relevant disclosures for more
information on how ANZ London may interact with its clients in request-for-quote markets.
3.2.2 When ANZ London is acting as a SI in an instrument, and that instrument meets the thresholds in
terms of liquidity and trade size, set for pre-trade transparency, ANZ London will make such quotes
public. These quotes will be made public through Bloomberg’s Approved Publication Arrangement
(“APA”).
3.2.3 Notwithstanding ANZ London’s status as SI in a particular instrument, ANZ London only provides
quotes (firm or otherwise) upon request. Quotes made public through Bloomberg’s APA are
representative of a point in time, and will only be updated in the APA if a new quote in that same
instrument is provided to a client. Hence public quotes may become out of date as market conditions
change. ANZ London may update its quotes at any time, at its sole discretion. ANZ London may
withdraw any quote under exceptional market circumstances, based on its discretion.

3.3

ANZ London Commercial Policy for Access to Quotes

With respect to the instruments in which ANZ London acts as a SI, and which ANZ London agrees to
provide quotes, only certain Bond instruments are deemed liquid by ESMA. Where the liquidity status of
Bonds and other asset classes change, ANZ London will make required updates to this disclosure
document.
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3.4

Latency and Timeframes

Notwithstanding ANZ London’s right to amend a quote at any time, quotes are only firm and valid for a
specific time frame which may differ from instrument to instrument, and which may differ for each
individual instrument from time to time according to market conditions. The following are indicative
timeframes a given quote in an instrument will remain valid:
Bonds

3.5

Between 15 seconds to 2 minutes.

Permissible Transaction Volume for Firm Quotes

ANZ London traders will maintain their own concept of liquidity and depth of market at any given price. As
an active participant in ANZ London’s chosen markets, ANZ London will commit to dealing up to certain
volumes, expressed as multiples of standard market parcel (“SMP”) for the particular instrument. The total
volumes available at a given price for a particular instrument are subject to change at short notice,
according to market conditions and available liquidity.

3.6

Number of Transactions ANZ London May Agree to Enter At the Firm Quoted Price

As well as limits as to the time and volume with which ANZ London will agree to deal at a firm quote as an
SI, ANZ London may also limit the number of additional transactions it enters into at the firm price
following the initial firm quote. The default limit is 1 additional transaction.

NOTES
This notice and ANZ London’s role as an SI is subject to change any time, at short notice, and at ANZ
London’s sole discretion. For more specific information regarding the role of ANZ London as an SI and how
it might impact the instruments in which clients deal with ANZ London, clients may discuss this with their
ANZ Relationship Manager or Sales representative.
Notwithstanding this notice and ANZ London’s role as an SI, ANZ London’s Terms continue to apply to its
relationship with clients, including any other disclosures or Additional Terms (as defined in ANZ London’s
Terms).

DISCLAIMER
This disclosure document is provided to you for informational purposes only. It is intended for you r use only
and may not be distributed, disseminated or otherwise referred to without the express consent of ANZ
London.
Nothing contained within is intended to be a recommendation, invitation, solicitation or offer by ANZ
London to sell, or buy, receive or provide any product or service, or to participate in a particular trading
strategy.
ANZ London in no way provides any financial, regulatory, legal, taxation or investment advice to you in
connection with any regulation or product or service discussed in this document. Before making any
investment or decision to deal, recipients should seek their own independent financial, legal, tax and other
relevant advice having regard to their particular circumstances.
Whilst care has been taken in the preparation of this document, ANZ London does not make any
representation as to the accuracy of the views expressed in this document. Further, ANZ London does not
accept any responsibility to inform you of any matter that subsequently comes to its notice, which may
affect the accuracy of the information in this document. Please note, the contents of this document have
not been reviewed by any regulatory body or authority in any jurisdiction.

REGULATORY INFORMATION
ANZ is authorised and regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority and the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission. In the United Kingdom, ANZ carries on
business through its London branch at 40 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5EJ. In the
United Kingdom, ANZ London is authorised and subject to limited regulation by the Prudential
Regulation Authority (20 Moorgate, London EC2R 6DA) and subject to regulation by the FCA (25
The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS). Details about the extent of ANZ London’s
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from ANZ London on request.
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